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. In Its Adventurous Happenings, Its Abductions, Duels, And
Sexual Intrigues, A Hero Of Our Time Looks Backward To The
Tales Of Sir Walter Scott And Lord Byron, So Beloved By
Russian Society In The S And S In The Character Of Its
Protagonist, Pechorin, The Archetypal Russian Antihero,
Lermontov S Novel Looks Forward To The Subsequent Glories
Of A Russian Literature That It Helped, In Great Measure, To
Make Possible 1825 191725. . I sing whatever comes into my
head It ll be heard by who it s meant for, and who isn t meant
to hear won t understand Free will is the ability to chooseNo I
would like to believe so But there are countless limitations and
restrictions which make me wonder why we have been granted
with it, if we are going to be judged and chastised for our
choices This is such an argument of a man, Pechorin, who is
often alienated for his nullifying philosophical and vilifying
romantic views.There is something superfluous about this
story, a superficial one might think I ask you, dear readers
Haven t you ever felt superfluous about your life at all If the
answer is NO, you better not read this book and also my super
superfluous words If the answer is YES, I welcome you to read
further, starting with the words of the poet whose words on
superfluity are too profound to be categorized as superfluous
That man of loneliness and mystery, Scarce seen to smile, and
seldom heard to sigh Whose name appalls the fiercest of his
crew, And tints each swarthy cheek with sallower hue Still
sways their souls with that commanding art That dazzles,
leads, yet chills the vulgar heart What is that spell, that thus his
lawless train Confess and envy yet oppose in vain What should
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it be, that thus their faith can bind The power of Thought the
magic of the Mind Linked with success, assumed and kept with
skill, That molds another s weakness to its will Wields with their
hands, but, still to these unknown, Makes even their mightiest
deeds appear his own Such hath it been shall be beneath the
Sun The many still must labour for the one Tis Nature s doom
but let the wretch who toils, Accuse not hate not him who
wears the spoils Oh if he knew the weight of splendid chains,
How light the balance of his humbler pains George Gordon,
Lord ByronOur hero, a character of incompatibility, is not a
romantic hero with overwhelming love for his women But, at
the same time, his feelings for them are genuine, even if they
are only transient The futility of existence and the certainty of
death drives him away from the banal lives which others live, to
live in an ineffable solitude His fleeting romantic adventures do
not give him much hope He was strangely struck by the
feminine tenderness and servile relationships Fickle friendships
made him disillusioned Triumph over others losses and his
being the reason for them made him relish his existence Vanity
extends his claws deep inside him But he can t help despising
himself There is nowhere he can go There is no love which can
absolve him from his troubled life Lost loves make
himwretched Friendship has becomeor less an obligation
rather than an enchantment Life has become an After Life he is
afraid of Duel has become his destiny.No our hero is a
romantic hero who sulks in his melancholy for his superfluous
life His women feel No he is not an infidel that they are simply
being enslaved by his futile pursuits and aimless adventures
He is not the one who is meant to be happy With his growing
dissatisfaction with his life, everyone gets rid of him or,
sometimes, he forces them to But nobody can understand how
far he would go, just to take even a last look of his lost love,
even if he needs to torment another soul willy nilly Such is the
ordeal of our hero.Closing the argument with the preface from
the author, A Hero of Our Time, my dear readers, is indeed a
portrait, but not of one man It is a portrait built up of all our
generation s vices in full bloom You will again tell me that a
human being cannot be so wicked, and I will reply that if you
can believe in the existence of all the villains of tragedy and
romance, why wouldn t believe that there was a Pechorin If you
could admire farterrifying and repulsive types, why aren t
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youmerciful to this character, even if it is fictitious Isn t it
because there struth in it than you might wish Note Better read
with Nabokov s translation Truly Splendid I decided that I am
not going to write anything about this book which is quite
amazing and puzzling in its own ways And it is indeed sad
what had happened to Lermontov.Check out Florencia s
amazing review of this great book. Vrouwen houden alleen van
mannen die ze niet kennen Aan de hand van vijf ingenieus
verbonden novellen krijgen we een indringend psychologisch
portret van de jonge officier Petsjorin, het prototype van de
Russische overtollige mens Petsjorin is een
gedesillusioneerde, ale dandy Ambivalentie viert hoogtij, nog
versterkt door knipoogjes naar de clich s van het romantische
genre.Puntig, lyrisch, sarcastisch, vitaal proza zoals het
tegenwoordig niet meer geschreven wordt Helaas was
Ruslands tweede dichter hetzelfde lot beschoren als zijn grote
held Poesjkin hij stierf op 27 jarige leeftijd in een banaal duel. .
1 .. 1814 1841 1798 . One of the most interesting, eye opening
books I ve read I m not that familiar with Russian literature, but
theI read, theI m falling in love with them This book has got to
be one of the most extended, sustained meditation on the
egotistical mind of a young casanova But strangely, the novel
doesn t make me despise its protagonist There is something
intriguing, almost refreshing about the calculated cruelty yet
disarming honesty of the protagonist He knows he can t
commit and says so Then he ponders about the meaning of life
and why he was born when he causes the misery of so many
around him This book raises the questions of why we do
somehow, irrationally, get attracted to such characters As a
female reader, I m just amazed by the intricacies of the
protagonist s mind and I loved the experience of entering into
his psyche with his elaborate schemes to seduce women This
is definitely also a great book for those who want to educate
themselves on how crafty a casanova s mind can be while
some male readers may secretly admire the protagonist s
antics and admit him to be a hero of our time I highly
recommend it A Hero of Our Time, part swashbuckler, part
travelogue, which first appeared in 1839, cleary had an
influence over another certain famous Russian writer who
sported a great big long grey beard Infact this could quite
easily have been written by Tolstoy himself Opening in a vast
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landscape, the narrator is travelling through the Caucasus, he
explains that he is not a novelist, but a travel writer, making
notes Think a sort of Paul Theroux type The mountainous
region were supposedly fabled, Noah s ark apparently passed
by the twin peaks of Mount Elborus Must have been a
wonderful spectacle for the elephants, giraffes, and rhinos
Beyond the natural border of the River Terek was an alluring
and dangerous terrain, where Ossetians, Georgians, Tatars
and Chechens harried Russian soldiers and travellers, or
offered uncertain alliances But just who could you trust
Lermontov s narrator marvels at the purity of the mountain air,
and the delights of welcoming a sense of withdrawing from the
world But he also feels a sombre and bewildering depth, that
the hidden valleys hold a foreboding He meets an old
Caucasus hand, a staff captain called Maxim Maximych, who
has been in Chechnya for a decade and who warns him about
the dangerous ways of the region s inhabitants Maxim
Maximych begins to rabble on to his new found friend about
the ravishing tale of a young officer he met five years earlier,
Pechorin who is now dead had a lively energy and a
changeable temperament, he could hunt for days one minute,
and hide in his room the next Whilst spending time at
Maximych s fort, Bela, the daughter of a Tatar prince caught
his eye, casting flirtatious looks at him as one does And even
sings him a love song Ahhh, how sweet.This story then
involves the Prince s son, who is after the horse of a local
bandit, Pechorin offers him a deal He steals the horse, if Bela
is delivered to him But after the exchange, the bandit goes
looking for blood.Unlike Tolstoy, this is not some huge Russian
beast of a novel, as it sits comfortably at under two hundred
pages Although there turns out to be three different narrators,
the whole thing works well, and is perfectly graspable for
anyone who has read any of the old Russian classics
Lermontov doesn t beat around the bush when kicking things
off, and builds a picture straight away The book makes its
points efficiently, in a little amount of time The character of
Pechorin was farintriguing than anyone else, and his part of the
overall story I found the better What is striking is Lermontov s
handling of form, the way Pechorin emerges gradually in a
fragmented narrative that anticipates Modernism in its
perspectival shifts The book not only pleased Leo, but Gogol,

Dostoevsky and Chekhov as well Lermontov deserves to
mingle in with this crowd He really wouldn t be out of place He
demonstrates that literature is the most beautiful artform when
written in this fashion.
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